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has received especial scientific training in chemistry and physics, as well
as physiology. The edition is published only in English. No other language
can now claim to be so acceptable internationally.

Signs and Symptoms. Applied Pathologic Physiology and Clinical
Interpretation. Fourth edition. Edited by CYRIL MrrcHELL
MACBRYDE, A.B., M.D., F.A.C.P. London. Pitman Medical Publishing
Co. Ltd. 1964. Pp. xx +971. Price £5.

In this book the associate professor of clinical medicine at Washington
University School of Medicine, St Louis has, with the help of 30 collabor-
ators, attempted " to give the basis for analysis and interpretation of
some of the commonest symptoms which bring patients to the physician ".
The reviewer does not claim to have read the book in toto but a study of
selected chapters convinces him that Dr MacBryde has largely succeeded
in his objective. The range of subjects covered is impressive but there is
the inequality of presentation inevitable in a multiple-author textbook.
This is especially noticeable in the illustrations, e.g. those in the chapter
on diseases of the lymphatic system are superb: per contra some of those in
the chapter on thoracic pain are poor. Peering through a hand-lens for
errors and omissions is not a function of intelligent reviewing but one did
wonder a little at the preservation of Sir Thomas Lewis' suggestion that
peripheral cyanosis can be differentiated from central cyanosis by
massaging the part or by applying heat to it-this is, of course, true, but
looking inside the patient's mouth is so much easier. At p. 346 ' bronchio-
cephalic ' is almost certainly a misprint for ' brachiocephalic '-and is
myxoedematous coma not seen in the harsh American winter?
Those who are lucky enough to acquire this book should keep it within

easy reach of the desk. They will find in it the answer to the question
one so often asks oneself ' What does that sign (or symptom) mean? '

Handbook of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. RALPH C. BENSON. 1964.
Los Altos, California. Lange Medical Publications. Oxford.
Blackwell Scientific Publications. Pp. 656. Price 37s. 6d.

This handbook measures 7 inches by 4 inches by 1 inch thick. Its 656
pages are of paper so thin that the print and diagrams show through, and
its type so small that a page accommodates about the same number of
words as a page of this Journal on less than two-thirds the area. It is a
textbook in miniature rather than a handbook.
The author, professor of obstetrics and gynaecology at the University

of Oregon, regards it as a compact ready reference for the student, house
officer and practitioner, and as an abbreviated but reasonably compre-
hensive companion to the large standard textbooks. It includes outlines
of anatomy, physiology, pathology, differential diagnosis and complica-
tions and it is sufficiently up-to-date to contain, for instance, a detailed
description of taking a Papanicolaou smear. American spelling presents
little difficulty, and there is a temperature conversion table (for those who
find it-it is not indexed or included in the list of contents) for those of
us who do not think in centigrade. American drug names are more
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difficult. It is a fair guess from the context that ergonovine is our ergo-
metrine; to make quite sure takes time and there were several drugs
(dilantin, unitensen) which your reviewer failed to identify.

In an American book it is interesting to see that eight pages are devoted
to home delivery which " is still done in some large cities in the U.S.A.".
For a delivery room " the kitchen is usually selected because a large
table, water, a tub or sink, and a stove for warmth and sterilization are
customarily available ". A useful and comprehensive ready reference
book which will be more valuable in the U.S.A. than in Great Britain.

Pulmonary Physiology in Clinical Practice. W. R. PACE, JR., M.D. Oxford.
Blackwell Scientific Publications. 1965. Pp. viii + 143. Price 24s.

This book is an excellent account of the pulmonary part of the respira-
tory mechanism. All the useful means of elucidating dyspnoea are clearly
expounded, and ingenious methods are suggested of getting results with-
out expensive apparatus. It must have been a stroke of genius to realize
that a spirometer test could be carried out by blowing into a polythene
bag, and then measuring the air in it by squeezing it down a tube into an
upturned measure full of water, thus arriving at an estimate of vital
capacity sufficiently accurate for clinical purposes.
The author explains the importance of the measurement of expiratory

peak flow, and thinks that this test should be carried out as a routine on
all over-thirties, with the object of spotting the patient whose chest is
beginning to lose efficiency as a result of too much smoking. The flow
rate falls with age, and the rate of fall accelerates in smokers as 'chronic
bronchitis' and emphysema develop.

Finally, there is space for things like the measurement of arterial gas
vapour pressures, and so on, and a section on treatment. A stimulating
and informative book, and one small enough to slip into the pocket.

Chemotherapy of Cancer. Proceedings of an International Symposium.
Lugano. 1964. Edited by PLAcmus A. PLATrNER. Amsterdam,
London, New York. Elsevier Publishing Co. Pp. ix + 324. Price 75s.

This book contains a report of the proceedings of the international
symposium on Chemotherapy of Cancer held on 28 April to 1 May 1964
at Lugano. It was organized by the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences
and sponsored by F. Hoffman-La Roche & Co. Ltd.
There are 37 contributions from research workers, four from Great

Britain, ten from U.S.A. and the remainder from the continent of Europe.
Some idea of the amount of research which has taken place in this field
can be imagined from the hundreds of quoted references and the statement
that U.S.A. alone spends over $30,000,000 per annum on cancer chemo-
therapy. Though much ofthe chemistry detailed in this book is undoubted-
ly above the heads of most general practitioners, including this reviewer,
a glance at the summaries which accompany most of the contributions


